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What are Kirchhoff’s Laws?

● Rule 1: At any junction point, the sum of all currents entering the junction 
must equal the sum of all currents leaving the junction

● Current is the flow of charge, and charge is conserved; thus, whatever charge 
flows into the junction must flow out

● Equations like this can and will be used to analyze circuits and to solve circuit 
problems
○ This is also known as the junction rule
○ I1= I2+ I3



What are Kirchoff’s Laws? (continued)
● Rule 2: The sum of the changes in potential around any closed path 

of a circuit must be zero.
○ This is also known as the loop rule

○ Analogy: In a roller coaster there may be ups and downs, but 

you always end at the same spot showing that the uphills and 
downhills are always equal

○ The positive side of a battery has a high potential energy 
compared to the negative side of a battery

■ We can follow the circuit and find different points to find 
changes in potential energy

■ We start at point e and when we get back to it we know 
that the potential energy is zero

■ According to Kirchhoff’s loop rule the changes in 
potential around the circuit is always zero



Summary Video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IlyUtYRqMLs


How to Solve Kirchhoff's Law Problems
1. Label the current

a. Each current refers to a segment with two junctions
b. Choose a direction for each current by drawing an arrow
c. It doesn’t matter which direction you choose the arrow to go in because if it is actually in the opposite 

direction, your answer will just be zero
2. Identify the unknowns

a. You will need as many independent equations as unknowns
b. Use V=IR for each resistor

3. Apply Kirchhoff’s junction rule
4. Apply Kirchhoff’s loop rule

a. For a resistor apply Ohm’s law
i. The potential difference is negative

b. For a battery, the potential difference is positive if your loop direction is from the negative terminal to the 
positive terminal

5. Solve the equations
a. Find the unknowns using algebra
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